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The Latest Updates and News from iXceed Solutions - September 2019

Stupendous September!
With customer-centricity at the core of our
business, we strive to assist our clients in
fulfilling their talent goals. Here is a
compilation of some of the challenging
roles we successfully closed for our
clients in September.

On-boarding New Clients
iXceed is acquiring new clients month over month . This
month we added a new Technology client which is an
Artificial Intelligence Consultancy that provides
expertise in Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) and
Business Process Management (BPM) to clients across
the globe

A Recent Success Story
How the client leveraged our innovative
talent solutions to win a multi-million £
deal. Another success story in the East
European market.
Watch the video to know more.

Snippets of iXceed Participation in Engage London 2019
Yogita Tulsiani, Managing Director at iXceed Solutions, participated in Engage London 2019,
where she interacted with other thought leaders of the industry. It was an enriching experience
discussing the upcoming trends and challenges of the Talent Acquisition teams. Right from
Diversity and Inclusion to the impact of AI, we discussed it all. We will be sharing the key
takeaways in our upcoming videos

From the Director’s Desk - Benefits of RPO With iXceed

The recruitment landscape is frequently changing, leading to additional pressure on inhouse hiring managers. Thus, organizations are outsourcing their recruitment process to
competent end-to-end recruitment solution providers like ourselves. Let's look at some of
the benefits of RPO (Recruitment Process Outsourcing) with iXceed Solutions in this
video.

Must Read Articles From The iXceed Blog
Top 6 Benefits of Recruitment Chatbots
Recruitment is a complex process that entails a lot of
analysis and scrutiny. As technological advancements
continue to impact the process, recruiters are adopting the
newest methods for easing the tasks at hand.

Read Full Article Here>>>

Top 5 Benefits of a Data-Driven Recruitment Strategy
Data-driven recruiting uses tangible statistics and facts to
aid recruiters in hiring decisions. The hiring decisions make
a vital part of recruitment processes for any organization.

Read Full Article Here>>>

Details of Our Success Stories – Case Studies
We at iXceed constantly face delivery pressures in this competitive recruitment landscape and
tackle our complex challenges with innovative talent acquisition strategies.
On this note, let us share some of our success stories of September Month -

Link to Access Case Studies>>

Latest Recruitment Industry News
April 2020 private sector IR35 changes – what happens now?
HMRC introduced its IR35 tax legislation more than ten years ago to crack down on the way that
contractors establish limited companies in order to reduce their tax and national insurance
contributions.

Read More>>>
Brexit: What happens now?
A law designed to stop a no-deal Brexit on 31 October has been passed. If a deal is not agreed
between the UK and EU by 19 October, and MPs don't vote in favour of leaving with no deal,
then the prime minister will be legally obliged to ask the EU for a Brexit delay.

Read More>>>
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